Additional Project Files:

I have added this option in the Project Options document for INFO 210: Reference and Information Services. This is the screenshot.

Video or Podcast Alternative for Paper/Reflections

You may be interested in creating a video or podcast to describe your paper/reflections instead of writing a paper, particularly if you are interested in using your assignment to address Core Competency M: “Demonstrate oral and written communication skills necessary for professional collaboration and presentations.”

Exemplar: An interview with two librarians was discussed in a video posted to Facebook.

If you use a video or podcast format for the discussion of one of the assignment options, you will need to address the following:

- When you submit your assignment, attach a Word file with the link to your video or podcast, provide a one-paragraph abstract of your project, and include the reference list of resources cited in the video using correct APA formatting.
- The video or podcast needs to address the criteria identified in the grading rubric for your project.
- Comments about the quality of the narration of the video or podcast will be addressed in any specific criteria that address your writing and the overall organization of the project.

Video Presentation:

Now regarding my Video Presentation. Here’s the link to the video for this course and the podcast on SoundCloud.

Video Presentation: https://sjsu-ischool.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=8c6dbf6d-4d05-4ece-bc29-ae2d01467272

SoundCloud Podcast:
https://soundcloud.com/jose-aguinaga-podcast/what-you-are-a-librarian-episode-1?si=842478aac9064454b07aadf950f4c9bc&utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing